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Financial Crimes are on the
rise
Financial Crime News’ “Global Threat
Assessment” coming soon finds that the
business of financial crime is bigger than
ever; and
• is estimated as more than doubled and
significantly up from US$2.1 trillion
reported in 2011 by the UNODC 1, and that using the
same UNODC methodology,
• moneys available for laundering have more than
doubled,
• money generated by organised crime has more than
tripled

Islamic State - Terrorism
Finance Update

• fraud, cybercrime, and corruption are mainstays of

Spotlight on FinTech and
Regtech; Caspian’s
Transaction Investigator,
Libra by Facebook & Friends
& ISO 20022

• cash still represents the prime money laundering

Bloomsbury Corner: “the
Enemy Of the State” and
“Poached.”
The Last Word

financial crime,

method, followed by trade, and then, securities, online
and virtual currency markets.
See page 8 for highlights
To Pre Order a copy of the Global Threat Assessment:
contact Financial Crime News and of become a Premium
Professional member of Financial Crime News.
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Editors Summary
When I started this Newsletter, I wanted to offer a digestible collection of both interesting and
relevant materials to arm financial crime fighter’s with additional tools to help enable them to
do their work. In pursuit of this aim, I have published numerous articles and interviews this
quarter on Financial Crime News involving many professional experts who have contributed
their thoughts, comments and opinions. I consider fighting financial crime a collaborative
activity and so I’m pleased to be able to offer a platform for others who feel the same way.
Information sharing is a key element in combatting financial crime and this FCN3 is but an
example. Whilst there is no substitute for reading the more detailed articles in FCN3, and on
the Financial Crime News website, here are 20 plus highlights in summary form:
• The new FATF President Xiangmin Lui,
gave the key note address at the HSBC
Annual Lecture on Financial Crime, on
September 10th, 2019, where he covered
3 areas: a) the evolution of technology
which presents both opportunities and
challenges, b) the work of FATF to i) make
sure that new and emerging sectors can
develop in a responsible way, ii) that FATF
standards are kept up to date, and c) the
need to focus on effective implementation,
in the real world beyond standard setting,
with a focus on Supervision. Prior to this
the new FATF President had mentioned
taking action on the Illegal Wildlife Trade
in a welcome sign that this Presidency is
willing to tackle other financial crimes as
well as the more traditional ones.
• This quarter new FATF Country
evaluations were announced, notably for
Hong Kong, but also for Greece, Burkino
Faso, Cape Verde, Haiti, Morocco, Senegal
& Zambia and published updates from
Bangladesh, Botswana, Cambodia, the
Dominican Republic, Fiji, Iceland, the Isle
of Man, Mauritania, Mauritius, Myanmar,
Panama, Trinidad & Tobago, Ukraine, and
from Zimbabwe. Results reflect earlier
results where averages for the first 75
Countries assessed produced estimates
(using a simple scoring model) of 64% for
technical compliance and 31% for
effectiveness. For example Hong Kong

scored 55% for technical compliance and
52% for effectiveness on this basis. See
Page 9.
• Also published by FATF is guidance on
producing Country Risk Assessments,
based on a review of the 40 plus Reports
so far published. Of the these, approx 25
are more than 3 years old, and only a few
Countries have published more than once
in the last 5 years. See Page 9.
• Whilst Corruption isn’t called out as a new
FATF Focus there are good reasons why it
needs to be, having said that China itself
has been taking action, at least since 2012
domestically targeting so called “tigers
and flies.” As part of this anti corruption
push, about 37 officials with the rank of
deputy government minister or above
have been convicted of corruption.
Together, their cases account for 3 billion
yuan’s (US$420 million) worth of bribes,
with estimates of assets seized from these
so called “tigers and flies” of 20 billion
yuan2, (US$28 billion equivalent).
• This compares with the anti corruption
drive which recently ended in Saudi
Arabia, where the Saudi Finance Minister
claimed that the authorities had collected
approx US$13 billion from settlements in
2018 and expected a similar amount in
2019.
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• As China’s and Saudi Arabia’s leadership
takes aim at those below, the reverse is
also happening, with numerous serving
Heads of State’s being toppled by
corruption scandals and others recently
out of office also being the subject of
arrests, prosecutions and or convictions,
for corruption type activity. These include
former President Jacob Zuma of South
Africa, Najib Razak former Premier in
Malaysia, Michel Temer, former President
of Brazil, 2 former South Korean Presidents
Park Geun-hye & Lee Myung-bak, Hong
Kong’s former premier Donald Tsang,
former Kyrgistan, President Almazbek
Atambayev, former Sudanese President,
Omar al-Bashir's, and last but not least,
the last 4 Peruvian Presidents including
Alan Garcia and his direct predecessor,
Alejandro Toledo.
• Whilst this list does not include the current
Honduran or Venezuelan Presidents, Juan
Orlando Hernández and Nicolas Madura
respectively have both been publicly
accused of corruption by US Agencies.
• Whether corruption scores are included as
an element that the EU include in their
revised methodology for identifying third
countries that are failing to adequately
combat ML and TF will be revealed only
now in October 2019, following the
withdrawal of the previous attempt by the
Commission earlier this year which was
roundly criticised.
• The EU Commission called on six EU
member-states in June 2019 to bolster
their AML supervisory and enforcement
efforts in light of recent bank scandals and
the risks of crypto-assets, naming
Denmark, Estonia, Latvia, Bulgaria,
Sweden and Malta.
• The EU published a product risk
assessment, identifying 47 products and
services that it regards as potentially
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vulnerable to ML/TF risks within the EU. In
the 2019 Assessment,11 sectors were
covered, including those offered by FI’s,
MSB’s, DNFPB’s, plus VSAP’s and NPO’s
and Privately Owned ATM’s, professional
football, free ports and so called golden
passport-visa schemes. Each product has a
TF and a separate ML rating and both have
a threat and vulnerability score, based on a
1-4 scale, with 4 being the highest.
• Five large Dutch Banks have announced
their intention to co operate in fighting
financial Crime by establishing a
Transaction Monitoring Utility in the
Netherlands, if a feasibility study to be
carried out over the next 6 months
recommends this go forward, after
reviewing legal and technical challenges.
It is estimated that €16 billion in criminal
monies is circulating in the Netherlands,
most of which involves the illegal drugs
trade, and the Banks “see this as an
important public duty to help solve this
problem,” according to the Head of the
Dutch Bankers Association. In 2018, Dutch
banks reported 68,000 unusual
transactions to the Dutch FIU, of which the
FIU described 15,000, or 22% as
suspicious. This Banks initiative directly
follows the Country Money Laundering
Action Plan presented by Dutch Ministers
in July 2019, and represents a further
development in the public private
partnership approach being led by those
in Countries such as the Netherlands.
• This follows another Group of Banks that
see utilities as part of the future Fighting
Financial Crime landscape, this time KYC
utilities by the Nordic Banks, that
witnessed significant upheaval over the
past few years, moving from an
untarnished reputation for having some of
the safest financial institutions in the world
to being mired in a number of complex,
global money-laundering scandals. A
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positive outcome though is that 6 of the
Nordics’ biggest banks have now joined
forces to set up a joint platform for
handling KYC data. The Utility will initially
focus on large and mid-size Nordic
corporate customers from 2020. It will be
interesting to see whether this utility
concept will not only make on boarding
and maintaining relationships more
efficient but also how it might support the
Nordic Banks in avoiding problems with
customers, that have brought them here.
• the response in both the Netherlands and
the Nordics to the risks presented from
cash based money laundering, has also
been seen in the securities markets, for
example so called “mirror trades,” which
also involved Russian originated funds. The
UK’s Financial Conduct Authority’s
thematic review of ‘Understanding of
Money Laundering Risks in the Capital
Markets’, was published in June 2019, and
follows earlier comments in the UK’s own
National Risk Assessment about the money
laundering risks in the Securities Markets,
that, “capital markets have relatively weak
compliance controls & low levels of
suspicious transactions reporting.” See
Page, 11,12 & 25.
• other forms of money laundering, beyond
cash and securities are also used by
criminals who seek to launder illicit funds.
These are less well known and might be
softer targets because controls are not as
advanced as those, for example that have
been deployed against cash based money
laundering. These include so called
transaction based ML and VC based ML
where the popularity of online finance and
cryptocurrencies is inevitably seeing a rise
in illicit activity and with it money
laundering and terrorism finance too. See
Page 27 & 28.
• As money laundering from Russia
continues to impact, in particular the
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responses to the risks of money laundering
across in particular the EU, and it’s FI’s, it’s
appropriate to ask if Russia itself should be
doing more to address the problem at the
source. FATF evaluators conducting the
Country onsite, might think so but also
might reflect upon the recent decision of
the European Court of Human Rights
which delivered its verdict, 10 years on, as
to culpability for the death in Russian in
custody of tax lawyer Sergei Magnitsky.
The Court found against the Russian State
and awarded, damages in favour of his
wife and mother for US$37,800. The court
found that Magnitsky had been ill treated
by guards and unjustly held for too long in
pre trial detention, effectively concluding
that official negligence caused his death
and they also denounced an “inherently
unfair” posthumous trial that found the
accountant guilty of tax evasion. In a
finding the Russian Government has since
focussed on, the court also said that it did
not find evidence to back up claims of
arbitrary arrest and detention, as the
investigation had commenced before
Magnitsky went public with his allegations,
that members of the Russian Government
had siphoned off US$230 million from
government tax receipts. The Russian
Government is considering an appeal.
• Despite the lack of a mention in last years
US Treasury’s National Terrorism Finance
Risk Assessment3, the US has seen home
grown white supremacists, with ready
access to funds and weapons as the most
active domestically, with plenty of recent
examples going back to the shooting dead
of 9 people at an African church in South
Carolina in 2015. Only this year, an attack
in April killed 1 at a synagogue outside
San Diego, 3 at a festival in Gilroy
California and 22 killed in El Passo, Texas in
August. In 2018 11 were killed in a mass
shooting at a synagogue in Pittsburgh.
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• Although the Islamic State has lost it’s
territorial control in Iraq and Syria, the
terrorist group still remains the wealthiest
of all terrorist group, with continued access
to hundreds of millions of dollars. One of
the most prominent reasons the group will
survive, both in numbers and ideology, is
the ability to finance activities related to
the group from these millions left over. The
scope of such wealth is likely to attract and
retain committed members of the group,
who will be able to execute terrorist
attacks and plan more territorial gains in
the years to come. Despite income still
flowing into the group, an estimated
US$400 million is thought to still be
available to the Group. See Page 18.
• Libra, a Blockchain-based “stablecoin”
currency project was announced in July,
2019 by an association of Companies
including Facebook, intended to rival
existing fiat currencies, by having the
characteristics of money (medium of
exchange, unit of account, store of value)
in a way that price fluctuations for many
cryptocurrencies do not. Libra is engaging
with Switzerland’s FINMA as the proposed
payment system gears up to try to go live
by the summer of 2020. FINMA
announced that Libra could face strict
rules, as if a Bank and would be subject to
full AML/CTF regulations. See Page 22.
• In August, 2019 FINMA, published
guidance on regulatory requirements for
virtual asset service providers, (so called
VASP’s), including exchanges, wallet
providers and trading platforms. The
guidance makes clear that this sector is not
in any way exempted from the country’s
existing regulatory standards, including
ML/TF standards. This is important
because Switzerland is an important home
market to many VASP’s and largely seen as
a progressive supporter of opportunities
VASP’s can bring, though with this
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announcement, FINMA appears to be
seeking to demonstrate whilst it welcomes
VASP’s to Switzerland, those that do
operate will be subject to strict supervision
and standards no less than those that for
example apply to Banks and other FI’s.
thus VASP’s are required to conduct KYC
checks, follow a risk-based approach to
monitoring their business relationships
and file SAR’s. The regulator also
emphasised that the recent FATF
statement that information about clients
and beneficiaries be transmitted with
payment orders would apply to Swiss
based VASP’s but that it also goes further
than FATF in requiring Regulated VASPs to
only deal with other regulated VASP’s.
• Whilst new technology for example could
help the industry in producing less false
positives or be able to handle them more
efficiently, we have to expect more from
technology and our partners than simply
doing less of the work we shouldn’t be
doing in the first place. That said successful
proof of concepts are at last indicating the
frontier is in sight, and the Caspian
Transaction Investigator is an emerging
solution to improve both effectiveness and
efficiency in automating surveillance
Investigations. See Page 21.
• Whilst many inside the payments industry
have heard about the ISO 20022
standard, many outside have not, but it has
the potential to help transform the finance
industry, bringing profound benefits,
particularly to customers who want
international same day settlement, and will
put traditional payment processors like
banks on a footing with new Fintech’s
allowing Banks to future proof their
businesses, make compliance processes
more efficient and keep pace with the new
competition. See Page 23.
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Global Threat
Assessment - (“GTA”)
Highlights
FCN’s “GTA” for 2018 coming soon finds that
the business of financial crime:
• is estimated as valued in the single digit
trillions; which is:
• a multiple of the previous estimate of
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• the top 20 economies represent 80% of
the total criminal proceeds generated.
The GTA also found that:
• top 5 criminal markets are fraud, (made up
of many different markets), followed by
Counterfeit and Piracy of Goods, Drug
Trafficking, Theft and Trafficking of Stolen
Goods & Environmental Crimes.
• in total 55 criminal markets are estimated

US$2.1 trillion published by the UNODC

to exceed US$1 billion, and of these 19

in 2011 (3.4% Global GDP - 2009)

exceeded US$100 billion.

• greater than the value of all currencies

• the use of computers

currently in circulation,

or the targeting of
computers or similar

• larger than the

devices (cybercrime)

combined GDP of 3 top

was used to generate

20 Countries,

more than 20% of all

• of which three quarters is

criminal proceeds.

available for laundering,

• an estimated 1 in 4

(compared with US$1.6

people are regularly

trillion in 2009),

having to pay bribes.

• that organised crime

• the main markets

represents over 45% of

used to launder

the total proceeds

criminal proceeds

(US$870 billion in 2009).

overwhelmingly

• in allocating these

remain the cash

proceeds based on

markets, followed by

proportionate sizes of a Country’s

trade, securities, e commerce and virtual

economy to Global GDP:

currencies.

• the top 5 Countries. represent more than

To pre order your copy of the Global

55% of the total criminal proceeds

Threat Assessment, coming soon, and to

generated, in line with the size of their

obtain all the details on the size of

economies,

criminal markets, Country exposures,

• the top 5 Countries represent 80% of
estimated funds available for laundering.

Methods and groups, contact Financial
Crime News.
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FATF Update
Presidential Remarks
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reviews completed and or updated) at 64% and
31%, and against China itself which scored 53%
for technical compliance and 30% for

In a recent speech (September 10th) in London

effectiveness, and against Macau which scored

the new FATF President Xiangmin Lui, gave the

82% for technical compliance and 45% for

key note address at the HSBC Annual Lecture on

effectiveness. Top rated scores for technical

Financial Crime, where he covered 3 areas: a) the

compliance remains with Spain at 88% whereas

evolution of technology which present both

the United Kingdom tops the list for effectiveness

opportunities and challenges, b) the work of

at 70%. The top 5 in each category are: for

FATF to i) make sure that new and emerging

technical compliance: Spain (88%), UK (84%),

sectors can develop in a responsible way, ii) that

Belgium (82%), Malaysia (82%) & Macau (82%),

FATF standards are kept up to date, and c) the

and for effectiveness: UK (70%), Israel (67%), US

need to focus on effective implementation, in the

(67%), Spain (61%) & Italy (57%). In recognition

real world beyond standard setting,

no doubt of the recent protests in HK relating to

with a focus on Supervision
FATF Country Evaluations
FATF published Country Evaluations
notably for Hong Kong, but also for
Greece, and a follow up report on
Iceland. FSRB reports were published
on Burkino Faso, Cape Verde, Haiti,
Morocco, Senegal & Zambia and

the proposed extradition laws
between HK and China, the
Country evaluation simply
encourages HK to “explore ways
to improve its ability to co
operate with other parts of
China through formal means.”
Greece’s evaluation

published updates from Bangladesh, Botswana,

Greece adopted a national AML/CFT Action Plan

Cambodia, the Dominican Republic, Fiji, the Isle

based on the findings of the NRA issued in 2018,

of Man, Mauritania, Mauritius, Myanmar, Panama,

which identified the lucrative drugs trade as one

Trinidad & Tobago, Ukraine, and from Zimbabwe.

of the most important money laundering risks the

Focus on the evaluation of Hong Kong
The FATF Hong Kong Report published in
September 2019 found that HK had “a
reasonably good understanding of the ML & TF
risks,” however the level of understanding of risks
relating to foreign corruption and tax evasion

country faces. Other risks include corruption and
smuggling of migrants. The country’s terrorist
financing risks come primarily from domestic
terrorist groups. Overall scores are 58% for
technical compliance and 48% for effectiveness.
Focus on Country National Risk Assessments

could be deepened. Using the FCN simple

FATF also published guidance to Countries on

scoring model to assess published results HK

producing Risk Assessments, based on a review

scored 55% for technical compliance and 52% for

of the 40 plus Reports so far published. Of the

effectiveness. This is a mixed comparison against

40 plus Reports published, approx 25 are more

the average score (after 75 Countries having

than 3 years old, and only a few Countries have
published more than once in the last 5 years
9
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Country Focus: UK
FATF: The FATF Country Evaluation Report,
published in 2018, showed the UK is placed 4/75
on technical compliance and 1/75 for
effectiveness. The UK was described as “the
largest financial services provider in the world,”
noting that “as a result of the exceptionally large
volume of funds that flows through its financial
sector, the country also faces a significant risk that
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by criminals operating in loose networks based
on trust, reputation and experience. In 2018 the
NCA published figures reporting 4,629 Criminal
Groups with tens of thousand’s of members
operating in the UK. More recently the NCA
reported that, “although there is no exact figures,
there is a realistic possibility that the scale of
money laundering impacting the UK annually is in
the hundreds of billions of pounds 7.”

some of these funds have links to crime and

Fraud: The NCA assessed it likely that fraud

terrorism 4.”

losses in the UK are increasing and the most

FATF also reported that “the UK faces significant
ML risks from overseas, in particular from other

common crime against adults. Estimated
unauthorised financial fraud losses across
payment cards, remote banking

financial centres (including

and cheques totalled over £845

some of its Overseas Territories

million8 in 2018 (equivalent of

and Crown Dependencies), due

US$1.1 billion). The UK’s

to its position as a major global

National Health System (NHS) is

financial centre and the world’s

losing more than £1.2 billion

largest centre for cross-border

(US$1.5 billion) to fraud each

banking. In particular, the UK is

year, with some Doctors

vulnerable and at risk of being

inventing patients, as well as

used as a destination or transit

fraud by staff, and patients

location for criminal proceeds.”

falsely claiming to be exempt

NRA: According to the UK’s National Risk

from paying for prescriptions is estimated to be

Assessments (20155 & 20176), the main money

costing £342 million 9 (US$427 million) each

laundering (ML) risks include high-end ML, cash-

year.

based ML, and the laundering of proceeds from
fraud and tax offences, drug offending, human
trafficking, migrant smuggling, organised crime
and the proceeds of foreign corruption.

Human Trafficking: In the 2015 NRA10 Human
Trafficking victims are numbered between 10,000
-13,000 victims. Despite this it has been reported
that the UK has approx 73,000 commercial sex

Organised Crime: The 2015 NRA highlighted

workers and this activity generates approx US$1

that the costs of the most serious and organised

billion.11

crimes total £24 billion per year, (equivalent of
US$29 billion) with most of this related to drugs
supply at £10.7 billion (equivalent of US$13
billion) and fraud at £8.9 billion, (equivalent of
US$11 billion). The Assessment reported that
most serious and organised crime is conducted

Tax: According to the Tax Justice Network, the
UK Tax gap was estimated at US$110 billion
(2010). HMRC’s estimate of the tax gap however
for evasion in 2014/15 was £33 billion 12
(equivalent of US$41 billion). The tax and duty
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regimes are also subject to criminal attacks

and plot disruptions than in 2017, fewer plots are

including the coordinated and systematic

reaching the late stage of planning, yet for some,

smuggling of goods such as alcohol or tobacco

the propaganda appeal of both IS and AQ lives

and VAT frauds. Criminal attacks on the tax

on. 80% of the plots disrupted by western

system are estimated to have lost the UK £4.8

intelligence agencies in 2018 involved people

billion in 2016 (US$5.9 billion).

inspired by violent jihadist ideology but had no

Emerging Threats: Technology: According to

contact with its leadership.

Europol a particular highlight which also applies

Estimating Proceeds & Laundering: Based on

to the UK is the role of technology highlighting

the methodology adopted in the Group Threat

that, “the rate of technological innovation and the

Assessment (see above), and based on the size of

ability of organised criminals to adapt these

the UK economy, in 2018 compared to Global

technologies have been increasing steadily over

GDP nominal (IMF), criminal proceeds generated

recent years. Developments such as the

in the U.K. are estimated and valued at US$220

emergence of the online trade in illicit goods and

billion with total amounts available for

services are set to result in significant shifts in

laundering from home and overseas estimated

criminal markets and confront law enforcement

and valued at US$295 billion.

authorities with new challenges.” .
Emerging Threats: The UK has highlighted
Securities or Markets Based Money Laundering.
See Pages 25 & 26.
Recoveries: The UK has (by 2018) restrained
£1.3 billion (US$1.6 billion equivalent) and
recovered £1 billion (US$1.2 billion equivalent)
since 2014. HMRC has recovered a further £3.4
billion (US$4.2 billion equivalent) since 2016. 13
Terrorism and Extremism: The threat to the UK
from terrorism is rated as “Severe,” which means
an attack is highly likely in the near future. The

Recommended Actions: for example:
• Fill-in the intelligence gaps, and communicate
current priorities to all stakeholders based on
the best available evidence.
• Fund the NCA and necessary public functions
to address shortfalls to respond to the size and
scale of the threat.
• Implement fully the necessary measures
agreed as part of the UK’s SAR Reform
Programme,
• Raise FI’s (and other regulated sectors)

terrorist threat from IS to the UK hasn’t changed,

performance, measuring FI’s effectiveness over

while the threat from far-right extremism and

technical regulatory compliance.

dissident Irish Republicans has grown
substantially. IS has lost one of its major appeals -

For more Country Assessments, including US,

that of a physical territory with which to attract

China, Japan & Germany, and the

recruits from Europe and elsewhere. The UK has

methodology used to calculate criminal

more than 3,000 subjects of interest (SOIs), as

Proceeds estimated as generated in the UK

well as a pool of over 20,000 former SOIs, some

and monies available for laundering, contact

of whom are thought capable of moving to

FCN to pre order the Global Threat

violent action. In 2018, there were fewer arrests

Assessment, coming soon.
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Environmental Crimes
According to UNEP/Interpol in their Report: “The
rise of Environmental Crime, A growing threat to
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2014 & 2016), and by GFI at US$12-48
billion (2016);
4. Illegal Wildlife Trafficking is a market

natural resources, development and security”14

estimated by UNEP/Interpol at between

published in 2016, “The world is being dredged

US$7 - 23 billion (2015/ 2016), and by GFI at

of it’s natural resources with much of what we rely
on for our livelihoods at risk from a new Crime,
Environmental Crime,”...and ....”We are facing
mass extinctions and Countries are losing iconic
wildlife”.....and ....”Criminals now include in their

US$5 - 23 billion (2013-2015); and
5. Waste Dumping is a market estimated by
UNEP/Interpol at US$10 -12 billion (2014 &
2016).

trafficking portfolios waste, chemicals, ozone

In addition to these criminal physical markets,

depleting substances, illegally caught seafood,

new markets created to try to offset and regulate

timber and other forest products as well as

both the generation of carbon and the

conflict minerals, including gold and diamonds.”

maintenance of forestry, exist and evidence

Taken in aggregate crimes covering timber,
animals, minerals, fishing and waste dumping
amounted, (according to UNEP Interpol) to
around US$70-213 billion pre 2014 and updated
to an estimated US91-259 billion15 for 2016, or
US$84.5 - 253.3 billion16 by GFI whose numbers

suggests these are also targets of criminals. For
example so called, white collar criminals are
known to be targeting Carbon Trading markets
(enabling polluters to offset carbon emissions)
and Forestry Certificates (enabling landowners to
offset their restoration obligations elsewhere).

unlike UNEP Interpol do not include waste

Based on these sources, FCN have estimated a

disposal.

value of approximately US$200 billion, when

The UNEP/Interpol 17 and GFI18 both reviewed the
available sources and both concluded the size of
the following markets as follows:
1. Illegal Timber Trade is considered the
largest of these markets according to UNEP/
Interpol at approximately US$-30-100 billion
(2014) and US$50.7-152 billion (2016) and
according to GFI at US$52 - 157 billion
(2016);
2. Illegal Unreported and Unregulated
Fishing - is a major market which according
to UNEP/Interpol is valued at US$11-30
billion (2014) & at US$11 - 23.5 billion in
(2016), and by GFI at US$15.5 - 36.4 (2016);
3. Illegal Mining is a market estimated at

including all items and reflecting earlier sources
as they might be in 2018, by updating the value
changes in yearly GDP Nominal amounts (IMF).
At these levels Environmental Crimes represent
the 5th largest criminal market in the world.
Environmental Crimes is one of the fastest
growing criminal markets, behind fraud, (made
up of many different markets), followed by
Counterfeit and Piracy of Goods, Drug Trafficking,
Theft and Trafficking of Stolen Goods.
For more Criminal Market Assessments,
including Fraud, Piracy of Goods, Theft of
Stolen Goods, Drug Trafficking, Human
Trafficking, Smuggling and more contact FCN
to pre order the Global Threat Assessment,
coming soon.

US$12-48 billion by UNEP/Interpol (both in
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Illegal Unregulated &
Unreported Fishing
Illegal Fishing involves approximately 1 in 5 of
all fish caught, or 400 billion fish, worth an
estimated $19-45 billion annually and accounts
for anything up to 27 million metric tons of fish
annually, which equates to more than 800 Kgs of
wild-caught fish stolen from the seas every
second.
Illegal Fishing contributes to and jeopardises
the future abundance of fish, as already 33% of
fish stocks are over fished, being a deterioration
from 10% in 1974 to 33% in 2015. As the size of
these individual fish stocks vary, estimates
suggest that about 82% of consumed fish are
sustainable while 18% come from unsustainable
fisheries.
Illegal Fishing contributes to the decline in fish
stocks such as bluefin tuna and Grand Banks cod,
as well as collateral impacts to other marine life,
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consisting of 3.5 million vessels or 75 percent of
the global fleet).
Illegal Fishing can
involve other serious
crimes, including
drugs & human
trafficking (forced
labour), corruption
and tax evasion.
Illegal Fishing is
concentrated in
regional waters (hotspots), e.g. in the Eastern
Pacific, the Northwest Pacific, West Africa,
Southeast Asia, and Pacific Islands. Countries of
concern include China, Taiwan, Cambodia,
Vietnam & Comoros, with other sources
identifying also Russia.
Illegal Fishing operations regularly target port
states with weak monitoring and enforcement
because they can operate with impunity.

with hundreds of thousands of marine mammals,
seabirds, and sea turtles captured each year,
alongside tens of millions of sharks. Many of
these species are endangered and protected,
while some such as the vaquita, the eastern
pacific leatherback turtle, and Maui dolphin are
on the brink of extinction.
Illegal Fishing is a source of income and
livelihood for many people, with likely more than
a million of the 60 million involved often as
forced labour.
Illegal Fishing is a global phenomenon,

To obtain the full Illegal Unregulated and

particularly concentrated in developing countries

Unreported Fishing Intelligence Briefing by

as they are responsible for 82.7% of the total

FCN, including Threat Assessment,

international trade in fishery commodities.

Infographics, Red Flags and more, See:

Fishing fleets are largest from Asia, (in particular

https://thefinancialcrimenews.com/illegal-

from China, which has the largest fishing fleet,

unregulated-unreported-fishing-infographicby-fcn/
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Illegal Wildlife
Trafficking

and other relevant documents to facilitate

Wildlife Trafficking has been estimated to be

or to avoid

worth $7 -23 billion annually, with Africa

prosecution and

international trade, to
enable safe passage,

representing the source for up to 70% of the total

incarceration.

value.

Wildlife

Wildlife Trafficking endangers many species,

Trafficking can be

with particular concern over iconic African

described around 3

mammals, such as the Elephant and the Rhino,

phases: activity in

but also the Pangolin, which is the most trafficked
mammal of all, Gorillas, Big Cats, Reptiles, Birds
(like the African Grey Parrot) and wildlife from
outside Africa.
Wildlife Trafficking generates significant
proceeds from Elephant, Rhino and
Pangolin markets. The Elephant Ivory market is
valued at approximately US$240 million to $720,

source
countries, transit and transportation and activities
in destination countries.
Wildlife Trafficking is supercharged by demand
from Asia, including China and SE Asia including
Vietnam, not least due to some longstanding
beliefs that ingredients in Traditional Chinese
Medicine, have important medicinal properties,

with the Rhino market valued at between US$91

particular in the case of Rhino Horn and Pangolin

million and US$698 million and for Pangolin’s the

Scales.

market is estimated at US$46 million annually.
Wildlife Trafficking in Elephant Ivory, Rhino
Horn and Pangolin Meat and Scales is undertaken
alongside other crimes, not just those to facilitate
the illicit trade like corruption and forgery of
documents, and the killing of rangers, and by
organised criminal gangs also involved in drugs,
arms, goods and human trafficking as well as in
some cases links have been drawn to terrorist
groups operating in Africa
Wildlife Trafficking is often carried out using
complex combinations of methods that exploit
deficiencies in wildlife trade laws, forgery,
violence, use of shell companies, and other
money laundering techniques, and even
cybercrime (specifically the hacking of
government websites to obtain or forge permits).
Most schemes involve the bribery of corrupt
officials to obtain required permits, certificates,

To obtain the full Illegal Wildlife Trafficking
Intelligence Briefing by FCN, including Threat
Assessment, Infographics, Red Flags and more
See: https://thefinancialcrimenews.com/
illegal-wildlife-trafficking-infographic-by-fcn/
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Islamic State Intelligence Briefing Summary

access to significant funding, means it’s still

The following is a summary of the finances of

With an estimated 15,000 fighters still at

the Islamic State (IS), as taken from a detailed

large across Syria and Iraq, they are waiting

Intelligence Briefing available by contacting

and betting on US troops leaving the region,

Financial Crime News. The 30 Page

leaving the Syrian and Kurdish forces behind

Intelligence Briefing, details how IS is

unable to cope with a resurgence of the

thought raises, moves and stores its reserves

group. Freeing fighters being held in

to support its terrorist activities and its future

prisons, and reuniting them with free IS

the top terrorist threat facing much of the
world, and the group continuing to expand
its influence in new regions.

plans, a full Threat

fighters, will create the

Assessment, what Financial

conditions for another

Crime Fighters can do to help

territorial land grab in the

and potential Red Flags and

region.

or Key Risk Indicators.

IS’s revenue streams

The threat from the Islamic

included the looting of

State (“IS”) remains high, and

antiquities, and bank vaults

will continue into the near

and accounts, taxes &

future, despite the losses on

bribery, oil & mining,

the battlefield both in terms

kidnapping for ransom,

of men and territory. In

control of food and

particular Western Europe,

agriculture, selling women

North America, South East

and children as sex slaves &

Asia, and large parts of Africa are on the
highest form of alert with attacks not only
expected, but considered highly likely.

social media funding.
Although they have lost their physical
territory across Iraq and Syria for the time

This is not least because IS has managed to

being, the groups accumulated wealth from

successfully accumulate a vast amount of

their illicit revenue streams will likely fund

wealth from a range of revenue streams

the group far into the future. IS leadership

during their first attempt at a self-proclaimed

have gone to great lengths to secure their

caliphate, with strong evidence to suggest

financial futures with investments in

that much of this money has been

businesses across the Middle East, and large

laundered.

amounts of evidence indicates some of their

The territorial defeat of IS at the hands of the
US led coalition forces in 2019, was a big
setback for the group, but IS’s continued

wealth made its way through the
international financial system and is likely to
have been moved several times already.
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The group had substantial expenses in

are likely to be part of the financing behind

administering the territory it held; providing

the asymmetrical warfare the group are now

food, water, electricity

carrying out across the

and other basic

region.

necessities to the local
population, along with
fighters wages. IS is
thought to have paid its
fighters on average
US$350 - 500 per month
for example, and with an
estimated 30,000 fighters
on its payroll during the
height of the so called
Caliphate, this alone
would have represented
an estimated US$10
million drain on the
group each month.
Their loss of territory and
fighters has freed the
group from these costs,
allowing it to focus on
terrorist activity. Oil still
brings in some money,
although they no longer
control oil fields, instead
extorting the supply lines
across the region.
Some of the fighters left

Despite the extra income
still flowing into the
group, an estimated
US$400 million is
thought to be available
for future use. The funds
are not thought to be
hidden as physical cash
dumps as these can be
stolen or discovered.
Instead, they have moved
to launder much of their
remaining wealth into
legitimate businesses in
the Middle East.
Raids on businesses in
Iraq have traced millions
of dollars of IS money
through networks with
links to Turkey, the UAE,
Iraq and Syria. The
money has been linked
to legitimate enterprises
such as real estate
companies, hotels and
car dealerships, along

over, who have not been captured and taken

with a host of other small businesses. These

off to prison, are openly re-imposing taxes

businesses are run by middlemen in the

on local populations in their historical

region, who partner with IS, not out of any

support zones, to increase their revenue

ideological sympathy, but for profit; sending

streams, and continue controlling small

revenue back to the group when needed.

pockets of terrain, at least in Iraq. These
continuing revenue streams and residual
money from the self-proclaimed caliphate

Funds were moved in a number of ways,
including via the Iraqi al-Rawi Network which
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operated for years as a Money Services

FI’s and their ability to stop IS money

Business, with connections that spanned the

heading back through the global financial

Middle East, Africa, and Europe. Turkey was

system; helping to identify it and stop it

heavily relied on to move money across the

being layered or moved into jurisdictions

network, with many IS assets transferred to

that make it difficult to identify the source or

the country and held in cash or invested in

beneficiary of the funds.

gold or moved via the international financial
system. Turkey has also been accused of
buying cut-price oil from the group, raising
millions of dollars for IS,

Governments will need to work closely with
FI’s to deny the group access to the money
laundered, particularly identifying
transactions, accounts

an activity they heavily

and transfers that may

deny.

look legitimate, via

IS money, wherever it is

sanctioning IS–linked

being held or laundered,

businesses and denying

will most likely be used to

them access as far as

allow the core group to

possible to the financial

survive, regroup and

system.

continue to plan their next

Although the political

strategic and tactical

stability across Syria and

moves to build an Islamic

Iraq remains fragile, it is

State.

likely IS will try to regroup

The fight to tackle the

and spread it’s influence

groups influence and

elsewhere to areas where

capabilities long term

other terrorist groups

cannot be defeated by military might alone.

have pledged allegiance, for example in

Disrupting and degrading terrorist financing

Libya, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Algeria, Somalia,

networks is essential in order to combat the

West Africa, East Asia, Afghanistan, Pakistan

threat from IS in the long term; disrupting

and Yemen and or regroup in these areas

their ability to launch attacks, stop them from

with the AfPak region considered the most

re-gaining territory, hinder payments to their

likely.

fighters and families, reduce their
operational capability and create uncertainty
around their capability. All of this will reduce
their support, morale, leadership and
legitimacy long term.

To obtain the full Islamic State
Intelligence Briefing by FCN, including
Threat Assessment, Infographics, Red
Flags and more See: https://
thefinancialcrimenews.com/islamic-state-

The long term strategy for wiping out the

foreign-terrorist-fighters-intelligence-

group and their support network will lean on

briefing-by-fcn/
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Spotlight on FinTech
& RegTech by
Markus Schulz,
In FCN 2, two of the industry’s leading
technology companies helping FI’s fighting
financial Crime were spotlighted, namely
Quantexa and Silent Eight, with Quantexa
helping improving FI Investigations at both the

Issue 3 - September, 2019
solutions target different
areas of the end to end
Transaction Monitoring
Value Chain, Caspian’s
Transaction Investigator has
been developed by
distilling and codifying the
key attributes utilised by expert analysts to
conduct a risk investigation. Caspian’s
investigation platform combines this human

internal FIU level and within the detection of

intelligence with machine learning to fully

unusual and suspicious activity within surveillance

automate or highly augment the investigation of

operations, and Silent Eight performing in the

TM alerted transactions alongside existing

screening space to augment existing operations,

analysts. Tools and processes are then used to

improving consistency and efficiency. Markus

continuously test and improve the machine

Schulz is the Global Head FCC Controls; SCB

decisions beyond human regulatory standards.

and an ACAMS Advisory Board Member, and
Wolfsberg Group Chair of the Surveillance

A successful Caspian Transaction Investigator

Working Group.

deployment, not only increases the overall quality

Caspian Transaction

increase speed and accuracy. This means

of the entire investigative process, but can

Investigator

inefficiencies and inconsistencies that are all-too-

FI’s face the challenge of monitoring billions of

judgements improved. As the Caspian

transactions a day, identifying potentially unusual
and suspicious transactions, and then handing
these cases over to armies of investigative

common, can be reduced and overall
Transaction Investigator is deployed, the
learnings from each deployment will benefit all
users, as knowledge is recirculated via regular
upgrades,

analysts to

making

determine

even the

whether to

best

close or

analysts in

escalate
and report
as SAR’s. With a SAR being filed somewhere in

one FI,
beneficiaries of the knowledge and experiences

the world at least every 30 seconds, the huge

of the best analysts at others.

effort that goes into generating SAR’s is well

For more details and how to contact Caspian,

documented, but with false positive rates on
average in the high 90% plus range. it is also a
use case that the Caspian Transaction
Investigator can help to address. As different

see the Interview with CEO Chris Brannigan
on FCN: See: https://
thefinancialcrimenews.com/spotlight-oncaspian-interview-with-ceo-chris-branigan/
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Libra - by Facebook and
Friends

Nevertheless, the response from international

Libra, a Blockchain-based digital currency project

set to compete. In the US, the Federal Reserve

was announced in July 2019 by Companies
including Facebook, intended to rival existing fiat
currencies, having the characteristics of money
(medium of exchange, unit of account, store of
value) and avoiding major price fluctuations by
backing the currency by a reserve of assets (the
Libra Reserve) and pegged to multiple fiat
currencies to provide stability. Success has been
defined by the Libra

regulators has been swift, in particular on both
sides of the Atlantic whose currencies the Libra is
raised concerns including privacy, money
laundering, consumer protection and financial
stability whilst the US Senate House of
Representatives called a hearing to discuss
concerns on the impact of Libra on the value of
the USD and threat to global importance of US
Monetary Policy as well as ML/TF risks. In Europe,
central bankers and regulators say they expect
more details from Libra

Association as: "enabling

before being able to provide

any person or business

approvals. The G7

globally to have fair,

established a Taskforce to

affordable, and instant

study how to ensure

access to their money.”

adherence to ML/TF and
consumer protection rules.

The Libra Association
expects to be licensed,

Switzerland’s FINMA

regulated, and subject to

announced any future licence

supervisory oversight in

for Libra would include strict

Switzerland and to

compliance with the

register with FinCEN as a

applicable standards

money services business.

including ML/TF.

Likely potential ML/CTF risks faced by a future

Whether Libra gets it’s license will depend on it’s

Libra currency match those that apply to other
digital coins, which essentially involve adding
products that provide increased speed and
greater anonymity, thus being of interest also to
criminals and fraudsters or cybercriminals in
particular, as well as sanctions evaders and even
terrorist groups and financiers.

ability to persuade those interested that it can
manage the risks identified, including ML/TF, and
that it does more than either MSB’s or VC
exchanges to conduct effective KYC, including
appropriate Source of Wealth checks, Sanctions
and Payment screening of all parties and
necessary details, and effective surveillance and

According to David Marcus, the Facebook Lead

co operation with Law Enforcement.

Executive. [The Libra Association] will implement

Whilst Fiat currencies co opt FI’s to police money,

safeguards that require service providers (i.e.,
wallet providers etc.) in the Libra network to fight
ML/TF, and other financial crimes.

Libra will need to persuade lawmakers and
regulators that it can do just as good a job.
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The IS0 20022 standard.

20022 in their domestic payments system, or has

The ISO 20022 standard is about to transform FI’s

The Eurozone (SEPA), Japanese, Chinese and

and their customers, bringing profound benefits,

Indian domestic payments systems are already

particularly to customers who want international

using the standard, while the UK and US have

same day settlement, and will put traditional

declared they are adopting it in the next two to

payment processors like banks on a footing with

three years. For international banks, the adoption

new Fintech’s allowing Banks to future proof their

of this messaging standard will allow them to

businesses, provide much more structured

challenge the international payments push from

information exchanges and allowing compliance

fintech companies AND at the same time, it will

processes to become more efficient as well as

help them to meet the increasingly tight

declared they will be live in the coming years.

advance their effectiveness and

compliance obligations on

keep pace with new

international payments.

competition.

ISO20022 is more than a
Payments format though and

To conduct their business, FI’s

can also be used for

exchange massive amounts of

investment funds and

information, with their
customers and with each other. Such exchanges
only work if the sender and receiver of a
message have a common understanding of how
to interpret this information. This is especially true
if either party wants to rely entirely on computers
to process information. To be able to eliminate
the need for human intervention to interpret the
data, FI’s have created message definitions, or
agreements on how to organise the data they
want to exchange in structured formats and
meaning.

securities clearing, settlement
and corporate actions as well as Trade. The fact
that ISO 20022 has been designed as a
unification tool, with interoperability at its core,
means the standard can operate and co-exist as
an intermediary hub between different standards
and formats, In the same way that French
speakers might talk to German Speakers by using
a common understood intermediate language
such as English. It will harmonise the many
different message types used in local markets
and will set a standard that will allow end-to-end

ISO 20022 is a standard whose time has come

processing in a common format from invoice

and is ready to replace hundreds of existing

creation to settlement globally facilitating fully

variable standards.

automated data flows across institutions and

To date, take up of the ISO20022 is not as

geographies.

widespread as many had hoped, but this is now

As FI’s particularly large ones, struggle with the

changing with FI’s reacting to the writing on the

amounts of data they hold, process and make

wall, presented by new competitors, and

sense of, the adoption of ISO20020 within an FI

customer demand, with many large FI’s and user

and across the Industry is the common language,

groups committed to using ISO20022. Every

that is set to make a very big noise indeed.

major reserve currency is either live with ISO
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Securities Based ML
This is an extract from FCN’s Global Threat
Assessment, coming soon, which can now be
pre ordered by contacting Financial Crime
News.
In providing

Whilst Securities Markets have long been used by
criminals, for example committing crimes such as
insider dealing and market manipulation, the use
of Securities Markets to launder money has been
under appreciated. According to the NRA,
“capital markets have relatively weak compliance

guidance 19

in 2018, FATF described

controls & low levels of suspicious transactions

Securities Markets as “characterised by

reporting,” & FATF describes a lack of AML

complexity, internationality, a high level of

awareness, and only a limited number of

interaction, high volumes, speed and anonymity,”

‘securities-specific indicators and case studies.”

and that , “some of the same characteristics

The UK FCA published the outcome of its

associated with the sector can create

thematic review on ML in capital markets 21 in

opportunities for criminals.”

June 2019. The Report did not attempt to

In 2017 the UK’s National Risk Assessment20
(NRA) highlighted Securities Based ML as “a
significant emerging risk,” relevant
as the UK is one of the world’s
largest financial centres, and home
to large Securities Markets.
The realisation that an intelligence
gap in the understanding and
usage of Securities Based ML was
evident came in 2017, with the
handing out of the UK’s largest
AML related fine to a major European Bank. The
Bank’s Moscow based customer was able to
convert at least US$6 billion worth of Roubles
into US$ using the equity markets, buying and
selling major publicly traded Russian stocks,
using a technique called “mirror trading.”
This typology involves simultaneous, buy and sell
orders of the same securities that are settled in
different currencies by customers that are linked
by common owners and or controllers. This
enabled Russian funds to be transferred offshore,
converted from Roubles to US$ and deposited
into bank accounts in countries such as Cyprus,
Estonia and Latvia.

provide an estimate of the size and scale of ML in
or through the Securities Markets, as no empirical
information exists, instead typologies that
indicated potential suspicious
activity and findings directed at FI’s
participating in the Securities
Market, that:
• some market participants needed
to “be more aware of ML risks... and
needed to do more to fully
understand their exposure,”
• effective customer risk assessment and due
diligence are key to reducing ML opportunities
• controls could be improved, including with
transaction monitoring (TM)
Even more recently the EU, in it’s 2019
Supranational Risk Assessment identified 47
products and services that it regards as both TF
and ML threats and the extent to which controls
and responses address the residual vulnerability.
Using a rating system of 1-4, (4 being the highest)
Securities Markets (Institutional Banking &
Institutional Broking) are rated for ML purposes at
a “threat” level of 3 with a “vulnerability” rating of
between 2-3 and 3 respectively).
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Current Challenges: Knowledge gaps around

Recommended Actions: FATF stressed the need

money laundering through securities markets is

for securities firms to pursue a “group-level

starting to raise concerns, particularly as a result

approach” to adequately mitigate ML and TF risks

of recent schemes uncovered at a number of

and to avoid a “one-size-fits-all approach” to

major European banks, where Securities Markets

controls. The FCA are encouraging FI’s to raise

have also been used as well as the more

awareness of this risk, ensure customer risk

traditional cash markets in particular to disguise

assessments are appropriate and consider

suspected outflows from, for example, Russia.

moving beyond existing TM approaches.

Not surprisingly, FI’s with Securities businesses,

The FCA is encouraging technology innovation in

will be asking whether their current

this area in the belief that next generation

understanding of the risks is up to date and

technology can provide additional context to

whether controls are sufficient to mitigate the

identify those FI customers of increased concern,

money laundering risk. Risk may be being

and potentially problematic transactions or

overlooked, because the Securities Markets are

relationships. FI’s that leverage these solutions,

rarely used in the placement stage of ML and is

will be better enabled to identify new or

more likely therefore carried out via the layering

emerging risks, more precisely model customer

and integration stage and consequently more

risk and identify relevant ML typologies. By better

difficult to spot.

monitoring customer activity and relationships,

By relying on traditional transaction monitoring
systems, many FI’s have found extremely high
alert volumes and false positive rates, often as
high as 99 percent, with many questioning their
relevance and usefulness.

FI’s can focus their resources on increased risk
areas and move away from a coverage model
that is highly inefficient. In time FI’s will want to
move away from transaction monitoring to entity
surveillance, and entity resolution tools and
network analysis are tools that will play a large

Another challenge is Data, which can present

part in this transition, as FI’s seek to build a more

significant problems to enable a full and accurate

complete picture of the customer’s relationships

picture of a customers activities, across numerous

across the institution, not least in order to detect

booking locations, with different systems being

potential suspicious activity. Finally FI’s may need

used. Even when data is available, it often

to re train or invest more in educating

requires a lot of work to collect, structure and

investigators.

organise to normalise it, so it is useful for
monitoring or investigations.

As new systems and tools are introduced, a check
the box approach to closing and escalating

A further challenge is People, where Investigators

investigations is unlikely to be productive. Since

who are unused to the particularities of the

the products involved are so complex and highly

Securities Markets have difficulty in conducting

nuanced, investigators will need to firmly

thorough investigations.

understand the products and services offered
and the activities of customers, to be able to both
use the new tools effectively and to make
reasonable risk decisions.
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Transaction Based Money
Laundering
This is an extract from FCN’s Global Threat
Assessment, which can now be pre ordered by
contacting Financial Crime News.
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It has been reported that an estimated US$352
billion24 had been laundered globally through ecommerce in 2016 via 500,000 illegal online
shops, with US$159 billion in 2016 in the US
alone. EverCompliant discovered that on
average, the size of this activity in an FI’s

Transaction Based Money Laundering is a

merchant portfolio could be between 6% to 10%

relatively new advanced form of ML sometimes

of its client base.

also called electronic Money Laundering. Ecommerce payments have gained popularity,

Current Challenges:

and this growth creates ample opportunities for

As online payments have thrived, so too has

criminals to abuse the e payments system.

online fraud and payment-oriented crime.

According to FATF,22 electronic, online and new
payment methods are gaining popularity, as they
can be accessed globally to transfer funds
quickly. This advanced, merchantbased fraud scheme takes
advantage of legitimate payment
channels by funnelling e-commerce
transactions through merchant
accounts, which could involve in
reality sales of firearms, illicit drugs,
child pornography and other illegal
goods.

Detecting these illegal activities are challenging,
as to the credit card company or acquiring bank
or payment service provider the transactions
appear legitimate, making
Transaction Based ML an
increasingly popular tool for
money laundering and illicit
transactions.
Recommended Actions:
To detect transaction
laundering, KYC on the
merchant, including reviewing

It has even been used as a financing source of

the merchants website, with many fraudulent

numerous terror attacks — including the attack on

websites capable of being discovered by

French satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo in 2015,

conducting reviews, and by understanding the

and according to the US FBI by IS which used

likely size and scale of the business anticipated.

eBay and PayPal to funnel payments to a US

Also the age of the website may be relevant. Sites

member23.

typically don’t sell a large quantity of goods when

Transaction ML usually involves either an illegal

they’re first launched.

operation selling illicit goods, but from what

Credit card companies, merchant acquirers,

looks like a legitimate online shop front, or an

banks and payment service providers should also

illegal operation using a legitimate online

consider available detection surveillance tools

business to commingle activity. It can also involve

that can detect hidden websites, high-risk

selling “nothing” in reality but booking sales, as a

content or goods (e.g. pornography, gambling,

disguise for moving money around.

drugs, IP infringement) in these hidden websites,
and link payment activity.
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Virtual Currency Based
Money Laundering

North Korea has overall amassed over US$2

This is an extract from FCN’s Global Threat

Current Challenges:

Assessment, which can now be pre ordered by
contacting Financial Crime News

billion30.

Due to its ability to be used for fast and
international transactions directly between

In February 2018, Europol estimated that £3-4

sender and recipient, VC is not only used by

billion (3-4%) (or US$3.4 - 4.5 billion in criminal

honest users for legitimate transactions but also

monies was being laundered annually in Europe

by criminals for transactions in the context of

through VC25. If these estimates are right that

criminal activities. Whilst bitcoin is the most well

would suggest a global estimate of VC

known, VC’s such as “Monero” and “Zcash” are

laundering of around US$19 billion.

also popular with criminals becomes of their

According to Cipher Trace 26, top exchanges have
laundered a significant amount of bitcoin,
estimated at US$2.5 billion at today’s prices, and
that VC are increasingly targeted by criminals not
just for for money laundering
purposes, but also to steal. In
2017 US$266 million was
estimated as stolen, rising to
US$1.5 billion in 2018 and by the
first half of 2019 this figure had
risen further to US$4.26 billion
from cryptocurrency exchanges,
investors, & users.
In 2018, US’s FinCEN27 advised
that one of the main methods used by Iran to
circumvent sanctions was its use of VC, which
followed an Iranian announcement to create a
national VC and reports suggested that Iranians
may have moved US$2.5 billion, by converting
into cryptocurrency. 28

enhanced anonymity credentials. VC’s are usually
associated with laundering cybercrime
computer-based fraud, but this is also changing
as VC becomes more available and is useful as
part of the layering process.
Recommended Actions:
It has been reported that 97% of
direct criminal bitcoin payments
are sent to unregulated
exchanges and that 2.36 times
more criminal bitcoin is received
by cryptocurrency exchanges in
countries where AML is either
weak or not enforced.31
So the decision by FATF to require all Virtual
Assets Service Providers (“VASP’s”) to be
effectively regulated was a necessary response,
and should lead to better controls and
enforcement in this area if VC AML regulations
are successfully implemented and enforced

In March 2019, the UN published a report that

globally. How this is done, without a complete lift

North Korea had stolen US$571 million from

and shift approach from experiences with FI’s is

Asian VC exchanges from January 2017 and

important and RUSI have summarised well the

September 2018, with hackers generating almost

choices available, in “From Intention to Action:

US$670 million in foreign and virtual currencies

Next Steps in Preventing Criminal Abuse of

through cybercrime29, and in August 2019 that

Cryptocurrency”. 32
28
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Bloomsbury Corner - “the
Enemy of the People.”
How did Jacob Zuma, a hero of the Apartheid
struggle, a prison mate of Nelson Mandela, and
the 4th President of post apartheid South Africa
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“Poached ”
In “Poached,” Rachel Nuer investigates the
international trade in illegal wildlife, detailing
how demand for exotic goods such as elephant
ivory, rhino horn and pangolin scales is being

come to be described in this book as the “Enemy

met through the human

of the People.” Chapter

stories that are

by chapter, Zuma is

endangering the

revealed, by authors;

survival of iconic wildlife

Adriaan Besson and

and of those trying to

Pieter du Tot, first when

fight back.

his financial adviser was
convicted of soliciting
bribes for his boss, to how
he renovated his personal
homestead from
extensive state-funds that

The risk to our wildlife
comes from human
demand for exotic pets,
jewellery, medicine,
meat and trophies,

he has still not repaid, despite an order by South

which is driving a worldwide poaching epidemic.

Africa’s highest court that he must do so, to how

It also comes from growing human populations

his friendships, particularly with the controversial

that put even greater pressure on land required

Gupta family, finally brought him down.

to sustain many species.

In 2018, after 9 years as President of South

The author travels to the front line in this struggle

Africa, Jacob Zuma was removed from office by

to hotspots in Africa, including Tanzania and

his own party, the ANC, for supporting a form of

South Africa, to China, Laos and Vietnam where

state capture which enabled so called friends to

supply and demand economics drive this trade

influence government appointments and

to investigate and provide insights to better

contracts, costing billions of Rand. With Zuma

understand the dynamics involved.

thrown out of office, he has been charged with 16
counts of fraud, racketeering and money

Whilst cataloguing the crises being witnessed by

laundering and has testified at hearings into State

many involved in the protection and conservation

Capture, known as the Zondo Commission

of some of our most precious wildlife, there are

declaring his innocence, and remaining defiant.

positive stories too. The voices that are calling for

The hearings have been held over the last 12
months, with witnesses appearing accusing
Jacob Zuma – and senior members of his
government, of encouraging bribery on a
massive scale.

more action are more numerous and louder than
ever before, and those voices are being heard.
With the fight back underway, and new offensive
as well as defensive measures deployed, we are
starting to treat the illegal trade in wildlife as an
international criminal issue and not just a
conservation one.
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The Last Word by
John Cusack
We are witnessing the transformation of
organised crime into very big business,
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could make a case that if they
did, these results could best
describe Country results as
“Partially Compliant” and
“Moderately Effective”.

leveraging networks to connect criminal actors,

Is what we are doing

adopting polycriminality, embracing new cyber

working?

tools and opportunities afforded by the
transformation to digital. As the US approaches
its 50 year anniversary since it passed it first AML
Laws and FATF this year celebrated its 30th
birthday and the G20 extended its mandate
indefinitely, it’s worth asking a few hard
questions, for example:
Are we doing enough?

Whilst the Country Evaluation results are
disappointing, they still suggest that whilst a lot
has been done, for example on average a new
SAR is being reported somewhere around the
world every 30 seconds, we are not yet seeing
anything like the kind of outcomes we had hoped
for.
Whilst improving technical compliance remains

Over many years criminals have successfully

important, more important is to focus on

laundered funds, exploiting the international

measures that will boost effectiveness.

financial system, to place, integrate and layer
criminal proceeds, with an international task force
approach to combating the threat, via FATF
having so far limited effects.

That we can do better is essential, and it may
involve action plans to implement remaining
FATF Recommendations, but more likely it will
involve genuinely renewing commitments,

The response to the threat has come in the form

funding, better international co operation and

of binding Recommendations to Countries to

considering changes to existing laws and

introduce common measures that are necessary

regulations.

to combat the threat and the harms that result.
Country Evaluation Results conducted by FATF
and published to date are disappointing, and
reflect indifferent commitments from too many
Countries to the task. Using a simple scoring

Could we do better?
Those tasked with combating financial Crime, led
by Governments, including Law Enforcement as
well as the private sector, can do better, but how:

model, from 75 Country Assessments completed,

For answers to this critical question, see the

the average scores are 64% for Technical

detailed Observations and Recommendations

Compliance with the 40 Recommendations and

from the Global Threat Assessment.

31% for Effectiveness or satisfying the criteria
applying to FATF’s 11 Immediate Outcomes. In
terms used by FATF to assess individual results,
(not compliant / low effectiveness; partially
compliant/moderate effectiveness; largely

This is an extract from FCN’s Global Threat
Assessment, coming soon, which can now be
pre ordered by contacting Financial Crime
News.

compliant/substantial effectiveness; and
compliant/high effectiveness) but not overall, you
31
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